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Subject: Fwd: zero emission vehicle sales mandate is wrong choice
Date: Tuesday, May 16, 2023 at 12:49:07 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: dehtaylor@verizon.net
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources)

-----Original Message-----
From: dehtaylor@verizon.net
To: dnrechearing-comments@delaware.gov <dnrechearing-comments@delaware.gov>
Sent: Tue, May 16, 2023 12:44 pm
Subject: zero emission vehicle sales mandate is wrong choice

Peter Temple put out information about climate change. Earth is actually getting colder and dryer which is controlled
by the sun and the plants. The sun itself is getting cooler. Climate goes in cycles not straight lines. We are in a
modern warm period. However we are getting cooler as any astrophysicist will tell you.
Dr. Raymond Wheeler analyzed climate change in the early 1900's using tree rings and other things in nature .
Dr Wheeler was able to predict that the 2000 would be warmer and wetter then we would turn colder and dryer
actually we are headed into mini ice age. Greenland Ice Core Project supports Dr. Wheeler's work. Every 172 years
the weather get cooler this started in 2007. When the weather is warm and wet empires emerge  When the weather
gets cold Rome fell, riots happen and dark ages emerge. There are also major financial collapses. Sound familiar .
Billions has been spent on climate mania for NOTHING! To know the future you need to look at the past not have
computers simulate what is going to happen.
Politicians are trying to tax fossil fuels out of existence when we are going to need the fossil fuels as the planet get
colder. We need more energy.
therefore your premise of only having electric cars is ridiculous and flawed. The batteries and the electric to charge
these cars comes from fossil fuels so you have gained NOTHING!
Stop this electric car mania. No one should be mandated to buy an electric car. .Say no to the electric car
mandate.  
Deirdre Taylor
21 Vansant road
Newark, DE, 19711
302-738-9481


